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Abstract—With the wide deployment of computing capabilities
and artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, Internet of intelligence
is envisioned as a natural tendency in future networks. This
technological revolution will foster abundant computing services
with new requirements, such as distributed large AI model
training and on-the-fly image rendering, which require dynamic
collaboration of multi-dimensional resources from both the com-
munication and computation perspectives. In this article, we
introduce a communication and computation integrated network
architecture, named (Com)2Net. Enormous computing traffic can
be scheduled across space-air-ground domain, end-edge-cloud
domain, and multi-data center domain, which facilitates ubiqui-
tous connectivity and collaborative computation, thus supporting
diverse advanced computing services. Furthermore, an intelligent
resource adaption scheme is proposed to dynamically orchestrate
multi-dimensional resources for massive concurrent computing
tasks, in which quantum genetic algorithms are utilized to make
the best joint decision for inter-domain traffic scheduling and
intra-domain resource allocation. Finally, we present a case study,
and discuss open research issues that are fundamental for efficient
collaborative computation in (Com)2Net.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the Intelligence of everything (IoE)
era, a wide variety of new network scenarios are emerg-
ing, such as Metaverse, ultrahigh-speed railway (USR), and
intelligent industrial Internet-of-Things (IoT) [1]. Numerous
end terminals are connected to the Internet, and tremendous
data is generated at the network edge, which needs to be
transmitted and processed efficiently [2]. As reported by
Internet Data Center, the annual data generated worldwide
will grow to 175 Zettabytes by 2025 [3]. Leveraging the
largely increased data volume, various advanced services with
different quality of service (QoS) and quality of experience
(QoE) requirements can be provided to improve operation and
production efficiency. For instance, in USR scenarios, with the
captured audio and video data, the operation safety of USR
vehicles can be guaranteed effectively via artificial intelligence
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(AI) algorithms. In industrial IoT, with the collected multi-
sensory data, the potential failures of robotic arms can be
detected instantly via mathematical optimization methods.
These services have common features, namely, computation-
intensive and time-sensitive. To this end, how to facilitate
efficient computation is especially critical to support abundant
advanced services in IoE scenarios.

Recently, numerous computing paradigms are proposed to
achieve this goal. Fueled by powerful computing capabilities,
cloud computing significantly promotes the development of
AI techniques. Yet, long-distance data transmission suffers
from a prohibitive response latency. To provide low-latency
computing services, multi-access edge computing (MEC)
arises as the computing resources sink from the cloud to the
edge, such as base stations, industrial gateways, or road side
units. Moreover, taking into account data privacy laws and
regulations, distributed computing has attracted considerable
attention from both academia and industry since the dispersed
computing resources can be collaboratively utilized, e.g., fed-
erated learning (FL) [4]. However, when the computing traffic
tends to be diversified, customized, and intelligentize, single
computing paradigm is difficult to satisfy the increasingly
complex QoS and QoE requirements. In such case, it is
of paramount importance to converge multiple computing
paradigms into a unified computing platform, where massive
concurrent computing traffic can be globally orchestrated in a
more efficient manner and the advanced service requirements
can be guaranteed effectively.

Scheduling massive concurrent computing traffic over a
unified computing platform encounters many challenges. First,
computing task processing requires dynamic collaboration of
multi-dimensional resources from both the communication and
computation perspectives. Moreover, the unified computing
platform needs to manage massive concurrent computing tasks
generated from a wide variety of advanced services, such as
large AI model training and image rendering, which further
complicates computing traffic scheduling. Hence, it is neces-
sary to design a novel architecture to support integrated man-
agement for communication and computing resources, thus
facilitating efficient ubiquitous computation. Second, diverse
computing services are fostering numerous new QoS and QoE
requirements, such as deterministic latency and jitter, training
accuracy, inference time and energy consumption, and data
quality and privacy preserving [5]. Hence, it is essential to
develop an intelligent resource adaption algorithm to dynam-
ically allocate multi-dimensional resources over the unified
computing platform. To accelerate computation efficiency, how
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Fig. 1. An illustration of (Com)2Net.

can we schedule massive concurrent computing traffic while
satisfying the differentiated and stringent requirements needs
further investigation.

In this article, we present a communication and compu-
tation integrated network architecture for massive concurrent
computing traffic, named (Com)2Net. Enormous computing
traffic can be scheduled across space-air-ground domain, end-
edge-cloud domain, and multi-data center domain. Then,
we propose a quantum genetic algorithm (QGA)-assisted
scheme to support inter-domain traffic scheduling and intra-
domain resource adaption, thereby facilitating efficient multi-
dimensional resource management. A detailed procedure of
signaling interaction among end terminals, an inter-domain
controller, intra-domain controllers, and computing platforms
is presented. Finally, potential research directions such as
computing-oriented routing protocol and blockchain-enabled
computing transaction are introduced.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First,
a communication and computation integrated network archi-
tecture is presented in Section II. Then, a quantum-assisted
intelligent resource adaption scheme is proposed in Section
III, followed by a case study in Section IV. Finally, we discuss
some open research issues and draw concluding remarks in
Section V.

II. (COM)2NET: COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATION
INTEGRATED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

A. System Architecture

As previously mentioned, how to satisfy diverse QoS and
QoE requirements for advanced computing services remains
a challenging issue [6]. Therefore, a multi-dimensional in-
tegrated system architecture for (Com)2Net is introduced to
efficiently support traffic scheduling and resource adaption
for massive concurrent computing tasks. The architecture, as
depicted in Fig. 1, aims to integrate ubiquitous connectivity

and collaborative computation, while supporting a variety of
computing services with distinct requirements.

Compared to conventional forwarding-dedicated networks,
the (Com)2Net is endowed with several brand-new features.
For one thing, all network components are equipped with a
computing unit to process computing tasks. Here, the net-
work components refer to end devices, MEC servers, cloud
servers, router devices, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), and
satellites. Moreover, multiple computing centers, including
data center, intelligent computing center, and supercomputer
center, are embraced into the introduced architecture [7]. As
such, enormous computing traffic can be scheduled across
space-air-ground domain, end-edge-cloud domain, and multi-
center domain, which facilitates ubiquitous connectivity and
collaborative computation thus supporting diverse advanced
computing services. For another thing, a two-level control
mechanism is considered to jointly perform global and local
management, respectively. In specific, to process the comput-
ing tasks, two optimal decisions should be dynamically made,
i.e., traffic scheduling and resource adaption. First, the traffic
scheduling decision is to reasonably schedule computing tasks
across the multiple domains. Second, the resource adaption de-
cision is to dynamically allocate multi-dimensional resources
for transmitting and processing the corresponding computing
tasks.

As shown in Fig. 2, the functional architecture of
(Com)2Net consists of three layers: computing and network-
ing component layer, computing service layer, and resource
convergence adaption layer. In the following, we illustrate the
detailed descriptions of each layer in the (Com)2Net functional
architecture.

B. Computing and Networking Component Layer

This layer plays a fundamental role for the entire (Com)2Net
architecture. Three types of components are considered to
provide computing and networking services for computing
tasks, i.e., network devices, computing devices, and integrated
devices. Specifically, the network devices, such as routers,
switches, and gateways, construct the core networks and
are mainly responsible for hop-by-hop task forwarding. The
computing devices consist of one or more processing modules
such as central processing unit (CPU), graphics processing unit
(GPU), and field programmable gate array (FPGA), and are in
charge of instant task processing [8]. Compared to the network
devices, the computing devices are generally distributed at the
network edge, including multiple computing centers. That is
to say, the computing tasks can be transmitted to computing
devices by those network devices. In addition, the integrated
devices converge the above two types of devices into one,
thus providing forwarding and processing services for the
computing tasks. For example, through introducing computing
capabilities, the router devices can possess forwarding and
computing functions, simultaneously. When a computing task
is traversed through a computing-enhanced router device, it
can either process the task locally or forward the task to other
devices.
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Fig. 2. (Com)2Net Functional Architecture.

C. Computing Service Layer

In the computing service layer, the attribute features of
various computing services can be abstracted according to their
QoS and QoE requirements, and useful information can be
obtained, including whether the task needs to be processed
on multiple computing devices and how many computing
devices need to be scheduled to complete the task. Such key
information can provide service-level support for computing
and networking convergence scheduling [9]. Furthermore, the
computing tasks can be classified into different types, such
as general computing tasks and intelligent computing tasks,
which is helpful to conduct global task management. Typi-
cally, the computation process for general computing tasks
cannot be split and needs to be carried out on a separate
computing device. Taking fast fourier transform (FFT) as
an example, the calculation can be performed on an MEC
server that has installed the required mathematical tool. On
the contrary, the computation process for intelligent computing
tasks can be divided and coordinated among several computing
devices. For instance, federated training requires deep neural
network (DNN) model frequently interacting among a central-
ized server and dispersed end devices. During the interaction
process, multi-dimensional resources including networking,
computing, and storage should be flexibly allocated to support
efficient federated training.

D. Resource Convergence Adaption Layer

The goal of the resource convergence adaption layer is
to efficiently manage and schedule the multi-dimensional
resources. Three computing paradigms can be provided to
support collaborative computation services, that is, in-network
computing (INC), out-network computing (ONC), and end-

edge-cloud synergy (EECS) computing [10]. For lightweight
computing tasks, the INC paradigm can provide on-the-road
computing services via the integrated devices deployed along
the task transmission path. Due to the powerful computing
capabilities, the ONC can support heavyweight computing
tasks by scheduling them to the geographically dispersed
data centers, intelligent computing centers, and supercomputer
centers. In addition, a entire task can also be divided into
several portions and completed collaboratively. The EECS is
capable of orchestrating different portions among the end,
edge, and cloud. For example, to improve DNN inference
efficiency, an inference task can be split into two blocks, where
the shallow layers’ inference operation is performed on the end
devices and the remaining layers’ inference can be offloaded to
the edge or cloud. In a word, the key for the above computing
paradigms is to build relationship for the service, cluster, and
component.

To this end, the dynamic mapping mechanisms of “service-
to-cluster” and “cluster-to-component” are developed. By pre-
cisely perceiving differentiated task requirements and multi-
dimensional resource attributes, functional modules including
inter-domain scheduling, intra-domain scheduling, computing-
oriented routing, computing and networking convergence
adaptation, and QoS and QoE guarantee are built to re-
alize dynamic mapping between services and components.
Specifically, the “service-to-cluster” mapping mechanism is
responsible for detecting and translating the requirements of
massive concurrent computing tasks, and establishing a service
cluster that facilitates cooperative processing for each com-
puting task at the logical level. The “cluster-to-component”
mapping mechanism is in charge of bringing the established
service cluster into the physical computing and networking
space and building the component cluster that performs the
actual computing operations.

III. QUANTUM-ENHANCED INTELLIGENT RESOURCE
ADAPTION FOR (COM)2NET

In this section, we present a QGA-assisted resource adaption
algorithm and then investigate inter-domain and intra-domain
scheduling schemes. In addition, we discuss the detailed
procedure of signaling interaction in (Com)2Net.

A. QGA-assisted Resource Adaption Algorithm
As illustrated in Fig. 1, two types of controllers are de-

ployed in the (Com)2Net architecture. One is the inter-domain
controller, which is in charge of performing traffic scheduling
across multiple domains from the global perspective. The other
is the intra-domain controller, which is to allocate resources
for computing tasks scheduled to the corresponding domains.
To make the best decisions of traffic scheduling and resource
allocation, each controller is endowed with a QGA-assisted
resource adaption algorithm [11]. To approach the optimal
solution, the algorithm requires multiple iterations, including
chromosome construction, initialization, selection, crossover,
and mutation, and the iteration process is as follows [12].

1) Quantum Chromosome Construction and Population Ini-
tialization: In the QGA-assisted algorithm, quantum chromo-
some i is utilized to represent individuals in the population,
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i.e., Ci = {c1i , c2i , · · · , cDi }. Here, D is the length of chromo-
somes, and cki ∈ [1,m], 1 ≤ k ≤ D denotes the traffic schedul-
ing and resource allocation decisions (i.e., sk and ak) for k-th
computing task. Note that the alternative scheduling decisions
have m cases. The chromosome is constructed using quantum
bit (i.e., qubit) coding methods that differ from traditional
genetic algorithms in the binary coding and integer coding
methods. The qubit can exist in a superposition of states, thus
enabling the chromosome simultaneously represent multiple
solutions. Then, a set of population P (0) = {C0

1 , C
0
2 , · · · , C0

p}
is initialized which corresponds to the potential solution for
the joint traffic scheduling and resource allocation optimiza-
tion problem, where p is the population size. In addition, a
Hadamard’s gate is utilized to carry out the transformation for
each gene of the chromosomes, such that the chromosomes
can be represented by a uniform superposition state.

2) Fitness Function Definition: Each individual of the pop-
ulation is measured by calculating the corresponding value of
fitness function Fiti, which is used as the index for selecting
the optimal individual. As such, individuals with low fitness
will be excluded. If M>f(sk, ak), Fiti = M − f(sk, ak);
otherwise 0. Here, M is a constant value that ensures the
fitness is non-negative, and f(sk, ak) is the objective function
of the algorithm. In addition, livability is utilized to eval-

uate the solution quality for genetic iteration process, i.e.,
livabilityi = Fiti/

∑k
i=1 Fiti. Obviously, larger livability

means a larger fitness value, namely a better individual.
Furthermore, individual with a larger livability has more
opportunities to regenerate in the next generation, otherwise is
the opposite. Thus, it is important to formulate an appropriate
fitness function that guarantees the feasibility of the candidate
individuals.

3) Quantum Chromosome Selection, Crossover, and Muta-
tion: Taking the optimal individual of the current iteration
as the evolutionary goal, the next generation population can
be formed through a quantum gate operation that modifies
the chromosome’s qubit coding. Specifically, three processes
are performed to approach the optimal solution: In quantum
chromosome selection process, the tournament approach is
applied to select parent groups for the next generation. First,
p/2 individuals are randomly selected from the population,
and then two individuals with the highest survivability are
selected as parent group members. The process is repeated
until the number of parental members reaches p. In quantum
chromosome crossover process, quantum crossover operators
are utilized to combine the quantum chromosomes of par-
ent individuals, which enables the algorithm to explore a
larger solution space by utilizing quantum principles (e.g.,
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entanglement and superposition). In quantum chromosome
mutation process, quantum gates (e.g., Pauli-X gate) are used
to avoid local optima by inverting the amplitudes of quantum
chromosomes. With the above processes, the next generation
population of quantum chromosomes can be formed accord-
ingly.

4) Optimal Solution Search and Iteration: Repeating the
above steps until reaching the iteration termination condition,
and then the optimal solution for traffic scheduling and re-
source allocation can be obtained.

The difference between the traditional genetic algorithm and
the QGA-assisted algorithm is mainly in population coding
and evolutionary strategies. The fundamental idea behind the
QGA’s population coding method is to encode chromosomes
using qubits and quantum superposition states, which allows
each chromosome to simultaneously represent information
from multiple states. In addition, the population is updated
using a quantum rotating gate, and the evolution is directed
by the knowledge of the optimal individual in the current
iteration. During the iteration process, each qubit’s superposi-
tion state gradually tends to a deterministic state and reaches
convergence, and thus accomplishing the optimization goal.
Due to the unique coding and updating techniques, the QGA-
assisted algorithm outperforms classical genetic algorithms in
terms of population diversity, convergence speed, and conver-
gence accuracy.

B. Inter-domain Global Traffic Scheduling

Deploying the QGA-assisted algorithm in the inter-domain
controller, the traffic scheduling decision can be centrally made
to support massive concurrent computing task scheduling
among multiple computing domains, such as space-air-ground
domain, cloud-edge-end domain, and multi-center domain.
Notably, two or more domains can be simultaneously selected
to provide computing services for the tasks that have extremely
strict QoS or QoE requirements. Moreover, two additional
strategies can be generated after the traffic scheduling decision
is determined. On the one hand, the QGA-assisted algorithm
will generate the computing-oriented routing strategies for
each task with differentiated computing resource demands. Im-
plementing the routing strategies to the corresponding network
component clusters, the massive tasks can be forwarded to
their destination computing node. On the other hand, reason-
able resource allocation strategies for network bandwidth will
be generated to facilitate efficient task transmission. With these
decisions and strategies, the established system can achieve
efficient collaborative computing.

C. Intra-domain Local Resource Allocation

With the QGA-assisted algorithm, the intra-domain con-
troller can locally make resource allocation decisions for
the computing tasks scheduled to the corresponding domain.
Firstly, the resource information of the computing domain is
dynamically telemetered, including the available computing
and storage resources, remaining energy provision, and re-
source usage price. Secondly, heterogeneous computing and
storage resources are collaboratively scheduled to support task
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processing. Two important decisions should be dynamically
made, i.e., how many computing hardware units are selected
to provide computing services? and how much computing
resources for each hardware unit are allocated to process
the current task? After sufficient iterations, the QGA-assisted
algorithm is capable of extracting the dynamic task informa-
tion and generating accurate resource allocation decisions in
real time. As such, the QoS and QoE requirements of the
computing task can be effectively guaranteed.

D. Procedure of Signaling Interaction

The QGA-assisted algorithm can perform inter-domain traf-
fic scheduling and intra-domain resource allocation by offline
optimization and online decision. The procedure of the QGA-
assisted algorithm in (Com)2Net involves the signaling inter-
action among computational users, an inter-domain controller,
intra-domain controllers, and computing platforms. As illus-
trated in Fig. 5, the detailed procedure is as the following
steps:

1) Computational users generate diverse computing tasks
with differentiated requirements, and request moderate
computing resources to complete the tasks.

2) The user information and service information are re-
ported to the inter-domain controller to perform global
management, such as traffic scheduling.

3) The inter-domain controller inquiries available resource
information from the selected intra-domain controllers.

4) The intra-domain controllers collect the required avail-
able resource information from heterogeneous comput-
ing platforms via dynamic resource telemetry, including
the available computing and storage resources, remain-
ing energy provision, and resource usage price.
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5) Reporting the required available resource information
to the intra-domain controller, and further to the inter-
domain controller.

6) The inter-domain controller runs the quantum-assisted
traffic scheduling algorithms to make decisions with the
obtained real-time information.

7) Deploying the determined traffic scheduling decisions
(e.g., distributing computing tasks to corresponding do-
mains) to the intra-domain controller.

8) The intra-domain controllers run the quantum-assisted
resource adaption algorithms to allocate computing and
storage resources for the corresponding computing tasks.

9) Computational users enforce the received traffic schedul-
ing and resource allocation decisions.

10) Computing service requests are supported using the allo-
cated networking and computing resources. For instance,
DNN inference tasks can be offloaded to MEC servers
using spectrum resources.

11) Computing tasks are processed using the allocated com-
puting resources. For example, federated learning tasks
can be accelerated using GPU and FPGA resources.

12) Computing results are sent back to the initiated com-
putational users for further utilization. For instance, an
inference accuracy value of fault diagnostic applications
can be sent back to an industrial controller, which can
be utilized to determine whether to take maintenance
measures for industrial equipment.

During the learning stage, steps 1–12 are repeated until the
QGA-assisted algorithm reaches convergence. For each online
decision cycle, steps 1–12 are disposable and have a quick re-
sponse time [12]. Specifically, in offline optimization stage, the
algorithm requires multiple iterations to approach the optimal
solution, including chromosome construction, initialization,
selection, crossover, and mutation, which is generally time
consuming. In online decision stage, the obtained schedul-
ing decisions can be deployed in the controllers to support
the inter-domain traffic scheduling and intra-domain resource
allocation which can be performed with a low latency [11].

IV. CASE STUDY

In this section, simulations are carried out to evaluate the
proposed QGA-based resource adaption algorithm for optimiz-
ing hierarchical FL in the (Com)2Net.

A. Considered Scenario

We consider a multi-center integrated network for providing
federated training services to intelligent industrial applications.
Specifically, three data centers, two intelligent centers, and
one supercomputer center are geographically distributed at
different cities which construct a federated training-oriented
(Com)2Net. Each center involves a set of computing devices,
e.g., CPU, GPU, and FPGA, which are connected into the
(Com)2Net via an access router. When a smart factory con-
nects the (Com)2Net, enormous computing tasks have to be
processed. We consider an accuracy-sensitive fault detection
service, whose accuracy requirement is 90% for production
safety. To facilitate efficient federated training, we adopt a
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison between the proposed QGA-assisted scheme
and DDQN benchmark.

three-layer learning architecture, in which a self-attention
convolutional-based fault detection model is distributively
trained on the centers’ computing devices, and the updated
model parameters are aggregated at the corresponding access
routers every epoch or at a centralized factory server every
a few epochs. In addition, we utilize a vibration signal-based
dataset (i.e., AWE dataset1) to support the federated training
for the model.

To accelerate FL convergence, we formulate the federated
training as a joint bandwidth and computing resource opti-
mization problem. Aiming at optimizing task completion ratio
and testing accuracy, we utilize the proposed QGA-assisted al-
gorithm to learn the resource adaption policy. For performance
comparison, we adopt a policy-gradient algorithm, named
Double Deep Q-Network (DDQN), in which an online network
and a target network are used to make resource allocation
decisions. In this scheme, both online and target networks are
fully-connected neural networks with two hidden layers, and
the neuron numbers of the hidden layers are [|Sdim|, 1000,
500, |Adim|]. In the simulation, the dimensions of network

1Online available. https://github.com/Intelligent-AWE/DeepHealth.
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state |Sdim| and resource allocation decision |Adim| are 688
and 4, respectively. In addition, the learning rate of this scheme
is set to 1×10–4. In addition, the genetic algorithm (GA)
and random probabilistic configuration (RPC) are adopted as
benchmark schemes.

B. Simulation Results

We evaluate the performance of the proposed QGA-assisted
resource adaption scheme based on real-world AWE dateset.
Fig. 6(a) shows the convergence performance of the pro-
posed scheme with respect to FL epochs. Three important
observations can be obtained from the simulation results.
First, when the available bandwidth is the same, the proposed
scheme operated in a single-task scenario can obtain a higher
accuracy than that in a multi-task scenario within 500 test
epochs. Second, the proposed scheme can reduce the number
of training epochs until FL convergence by 54.62% and
12.5% in both scenarios compared with the DDQN scheme.
The reason is that the quantum-based scheme can allocate
network resources for FL traffic more reasonably via utilizing
quantum superposition states, which allows each chromosome
to simultaneously represent information from multiple states
and thus obtaining the optimal resource allocation decision.
Second, the proposed scheme achieves higher testing accuracy
at the end of the FL training process in both single-task
and multi-task scenarios. This indicates that the QGA-assisted
scheme can support efficient transmission services for FL
parameter aggregation and distribution within the (Com)2Net.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), we evaluate the average task com-
pletion ratio with respect to different available bandwidth
resources. It can be seen that the proposed QGA-assisted
scheme is capable of improving average task completion ratio
compared with the benchmark schemes, which indicates that
networking and computing resource adaption are optimized.
In addition, with the increase of the available bandwidth
resources, the average task completion ratio achieved by the
QGA-assisted scheme, DDQN, and GA increases. Particularly,
when the amount of available bandwidth is 1 Gbit/s, the
proposed scheme improves the average task completion ratio
by 3.7%, 19.5%, and 121.6% compared with the DDQN,
GA, and RPC benchmarks. The underlying reason is that
more available bandwidth resources can be utilized to transmit
FL model parameters over the (Com)2Net, and the quantum
superposition characteristic can enhance the decision-making
capability of the proposed scheme for resource adaption and
thus improving the task completion ratio.

V. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES FOR (COM)2NET

In this section, we present several open research directions
for (Com)2Net.

A. Computing-oriented Routing Protocol

The essential of traffic scheduling in (Com)2Net is to
forward a computing task to the most appropriate device and
process it in an efficient way. This requires comprehensively
take network states and available computing resource infor-
mation into consideration, such that the optimal forwarding

decision can be made to support traffic scheduling. Moreover,
the availability of dispersed computing resources may dynam-
ically change as the network topology reconstruction, which
further complicates the forwarding decision making [13]. How
to design computing-oriented routing protocols is an urgent
issue to achieve ubiquitous connectivity and collaborative
computation in (Com)2Net.

B. Deterministic Scheduling for Massive Computing Traffic

New services, such as autonomous driving and metaverse,
not only require ready-to-use computing resources, but also
require deterministic guarantee of delay, jitter, and packet loss
to satisfy their strict requirements [14]. For instance, image
rendering computation of VR-based applications needs to be
performed on the remote cloud, and users will suffer from
vertigo and a significantly reduced QoE if the delay is too
large. To effectively support advanced computing services,
developing a deterministic scheduling mechanism for massive
computing traffic is an important research issue.

C. Blockchain-enabled Computing Resource Transaction

With the development of blockchain technologies, disper-
sive and heterogeneous computing resources can be securely
trade on a public platform [15]. Users can publish their re-
quests for computing resources on the platform, and suppliers
can sell or rent their available resources, thus realizing the
schedulable, exchangeable, and on-demand resource supply.
However, when misleading information is published, it will
result in an imbalance between supply and demand, which
is not conducive to efficient platform management. How to
construct a trustworthy and transparent computing transaction
platform is an interesting topic.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented the communication and
computation integrated network architecture, i.e., (Com)2Net,
for the efficient management of diverse advanced computing
services and multi-dimensional resources. Furthermore, we
have proposed a QGA-assisted resource adaption scheme
to facilitate inter-domain traffic scheduling and intra-domain
resource allocation. By integrating space-air-ground domain,
end-edge-cloud domain, and multi-data center domain, the
(Com)2Net can efficiently support collaborative computation
for massive concurrent computing tasks. For the future work,
we will study a quantum reinforcement learning based intent
awareness scheme to enable a behavior-sensitive (Com)2Net
for metaverse-oriented computing service support.
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